
Iso Tech (Isolation Technology) is a patent pending method of isolating the seat 
frame from the base frame using vibration damping polymers. The result is a 
ride so smooth cracks and bumps disappear in the wake of every push.

 ISO TECH

The graph above shows actual vibration damping from 
using an instrumented Ethos on real world surfaces.

VIBRATION DAMPING POLYMERS
Interposed between the seat frame and base frame are four polymers. These act in unison to significantly 
reduce vibration that has been linked to pain and fatigue in studies. Ethos offers four different polymers 
allowing you to create your ultimate ride experience.

For the first time ever the seat frame is completely isolated from the base frame. The casters are no 
longer attached to the frame you sit on. As a result, vibrations from the casters are no longer transferred 
to the footplate and your body.

SEAT FRAME

The base frame has been engineered with incredible rigidity for optimum performance. Its front caster 
design provides just the right amount of flex to smoothly navigate bumps and cracks. The perfect 
balance between performance and ride quality.

BASE FRAME

SEAT FRAME BASE FRAME



Whether your style preference is minimalistic or edgy you can personalize your 
Ethos with a combination of 21 frame colors, 8 highlights and 8 anodized 
options. Make it as bright and bold as your personality or make a power 
statement with a more subtle and sleek design. No other chair allows you to 
express yourself like Ethos.

Easily optimize Ethos to create a perfect balance of agility, efficiency and 
responsiveness. Enhance the stability and quality of your ride experience with 
the first ever independently adjustable wheelbase. The ultra-rigid base frame has 
just the right amount of flexion in the front to keep the casters on track when 
navigating all environments. 
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YOURS


